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CHANGES IN PARENT/TEACHER EXPECTATIONS IN COOPERATIVE PRESCHOOLS

/
Thelma Harms and .Judy Smith'

.* /
This article was written by a teacher and a parent in a coasea1

university community. Our community is what we might call a "weathervane
. community" because it reacts strongly,to the slightest stirring of the

xands of change. The parents of young children.here seem older and
less naive, and often very much focused on the importance of nursery
school experience in their children's total education. Frequently,
our aommunity is dramatically involved in issues which are part of
larger sodial conflicts.

In.the past few years, conflicts in parent cooperatives between
parents and teachers have become more intense and more frequent. Schools
formerly considered exemplary have erupteti into conflict, and in the
ensuing blow-up, the parent groups then split into factions and
teachers were forced to resign. -It was during such a nurseryschool
Conflict that the two authors of this article met: onh was a arent
involved in the group, the other was brought in as consultant o help
the school work thrdugh its problems. The process of working hrough
the immeftate conflict took 31/2'months of intensive work. Thisi article
will try to share some of the understanding'gained by,parents and
teachers and by the consultant ,about the effect of changing.pent
expectations on parent cooperative, schools.

Sources for changeiin parent and teacher expectations

When parent cooperatives were first organized in this co

about 50 years ago, the inclusion of parents as part of the t

'team in the classroom was a revolutionary idea.. Although par

volvement in schools is still the exception on a national bas

numbers of parents have cometo believe.that they have the ri

control the education given to their children. This changing

try

aching

Int in- .

s, increasing

ht to

attitude

was dramatically illustrated in the',New York City teachers'strike of

1969, which occurred over the issue of community control pf education.

In this case, professionals and parents found themselveshopelessly

,locked in a poiver struggle, each group equally sure that it alone knew
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what was best for children.

A more constructive example of the growing stature of parents in 3

'education is the current Early Childhood Education Act in the State'of

California, which gives additional funding to schools to stimulate

improvement in kindergarten thrOugh.tilird grade classrooms only if

parents are actively involved both in a decision-making capacity and

in the classroom. Parent participation in education is now no longer

a privilege sought by the "enlightened" middle class parent or forced

on the ''resistant" lower class parent, but part of a parent's responsibility

tt' his child and an extension of his protective role.

Changing attitudes towards authority and professionalism in
.

general have affected even persons in hallowed professions such as

medicine, religion,,law and government, as well' a*casOcation. All aie

now.subject tb demands for accountability by lay people. The authoritarian

concept that put professional status above question has fDeen'xeplaced,

by another concept of authority, One that might be called an authoritative

IM
concept. Under the authoritative concept$ aprofessianal is respected

I

only for the real knowledge he can demonstrate that makes him an expert.

His superior knowledge and ability is seen as 'a resource which is

,expected to be usliul to help solve the problems of lay people. It

is now condidered4part of the professional's duty to give feedback to

lay peop3e, to be open to their questionss and to consult them when

, decisions are being made.
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In this swing'away from authoritarianism, many parents have

mistakenly turned away Itom authority, and haxe adofteS an attitude of
. ,

. ... . i..

distrust for all. professional educators. This has shaken the confidence
I

-7a-many educators, and has made them retreat behind the weak e)icuse that

they cannot take action until "they see what the parents Nant..." This

position is actually an evasion of Rrofessional responsibility, and

usually brings on more distrust. The parent cooperative teacher needs

to become a truly authoritative teacher, one who can put hers skills and

knowledge to use in the service of parents and childreh without

abdicating her professional leadership role.

Another source of changing parental expectations is the pendulum

swing back:to a stricter upbringing of children and a stress.on earlier

school skill development. When Dr. Spook writes an article entitled

"How not to raise a bratty child", and books advising parents to teach

their 15 month old child to read are selling briskly,. we know we're

in the midst of a pendulum swing tct the opposite pole from permissiveness.

Unfortunately, all the positive values of the existing systet may be

swept away with the negative ones. The pressure of the Sesame Street-

Headstart syndrome has caused many miple class parents to make un:-/

realistic and unncessary demands on parent cooperatives for early ,

academic nstruction seem to be in contradiction to the prevalent, parent

cooperative philosOphy, which grew out of'a child development, free

play approach. But when teachers look at the underlying motives'of

parents, namely the desire for a program with more intellectual stimulation,

a
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many teachers find themselves in agreement with the intent, if not with 4

the azademi..c content of the parent's suggestions. The question then

becomes how to satisfy the parents' intent by devising experiences which

are appropriate developmentally.

Further insight into this source Of conflict can be gained from

an article by Lilian Katz (1970) on teaching role models., Dr. Katz

describes three different preschool teaching models: the maternal,

therapeutic and instructional. The maternal model puts emphasis on

keeping children safe, happy and well behaved. Teachers in day care

centers often follow this model. The therapeutic' model emphasizes the

exprtasion and resolution of inner conflicts and-the development of

unique and creative individuals. Parent cooperative teachers often

follow this model. The instructional model emphasizes the training of---

children in school skills. Teachers in Head Start and-other remedial

. .

programs often follow this model. It is easy-to see how conflicts arise

if parents'expectAions are shifting to the instructional model and

parent cooperative teachers remain with the therapeutic model, Recent

research in teaching strategies suggests that a new role model is

forming, one that can be called the inclusive role model.
1

Teachers who

use strategies from all three of the former models when they are

appropriate and whose goals combine both intellectual and affective

emphasis, will have fewer conflicts with Parents because they, can

1Harms, T. "The Relationship Between, Teaching Strategies and Educational
Orientation of Preschool Teachers", Unpubt Ph.D. thesis, U.C., Berkeley,
1974.
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. offer a widely varied program with appeal to a greater range of parental.
so s, .

concerns.
. -

.
Another source_of'pressure o n thp parent cooperative'has resulted`

-:-- .
. . .

, ,
.

.

from women's demands.for equal rights.. Cooperative teacher have traditionally

1 been women who did not need to be gea-supporting and who came up grom

the ranks as patents, often lacking full academic qualifications. ,This

pattern is rapidly changing. More women today are self-supporting and

have full teaching qualifications. Men are also bepoming interested in

this field. These changes have caused added pressure for full.teaching

-status,. higher salaries, and job security fay nursery'school teachers.

parents whose,children are enrolled in private self - supporting cooperatives ,

have thus found themselves paying.higher fees and shouldering more

responsibilities. Under such pressures, parents start to ask whether

what they are getting for themselvesandtheir children isworth-their

time and,.money, and they are likely to demand more profession one

The part of the staff.

Another,aspect pf'the changing status of women is the growing

confidence thae mothers haVe in their own value. There is a reaffirma-

tion of the significance of the childrearing role in hany,intelligent,

active woven who ChooSe to stay home. Many mothers in parent cooperativea
,

have worked as long as 10 years in responsible pxofedaionalpositions,

have taken time out to have children and,will-,probably return to' Work

when their children are in school all 'day. Some of the energy that-they..

put into their former carters .pNnowreleabed in the,' groups designed to



provide additional experiences for eheit children.

for the preschool program are high and their'intense inV4vement c 4

J

Noe
)

ectationa

.
'sometimes become a threat to the professional letdership of the teacher.

A private parent cooperative is no longer considered-an informal play

group arrangement, but a school. Id order too-make demands for profcssional-

ization ofd the parent cooperative a reality, parents must realize that

k

A
I

more outside preparedon-and planning will be required from them as well
.1'

. ,..
.

(as,from the teachers. Since parents are an integral part ofthe.teaching
,

.
--,

e s*
,

staff, program imi.rovemenwili require more orientation, work paries

.
... .. ,

to make -materials, and more planning sessions.
.:./'

, 4
-

How the patent cooperative can benefit from 'this Challenge

N-

The basic parent cooperative philosophy has always-bten one of
. . ,

-shared responsibility. Ideally, parents and teachers need to create a

new school every year, since there will be,new faMilies iivolved,.and
..i

.. \

one of the prime reasons fo'r joining a Parent cooperative is that parsn ,

e
want'to influence the education of their children. The variety of

parentalskills and attitudes presents a tremendous challenge to the

=operative teacher. The teacher must have the professional skill to

find constructive anemeaningfujf,way,s for the patents to function in the
0

=

classroom. The"school must, however, maintain a certain consistency of

philotophy and ptocedtre%while at the same time being responsive to all'
4

the new parents that come in every year. Teaching under these conditions

requires persons who are unusually secure, resilient and competent.

I
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arent coopera5pe teachers need to be open to new ideas so ghat their

own expectations b__.!5(2.9e more divergent, more inclugive, more contemporary.
,

Blt one must remember that parent cooperative teachers are more

vulneTable than most other presghool teachers because they are visible
o

..every day to the.parents. Parents,,therefore, should guard agains,

' being' overlx critical or setting, their expectations at a superhuman

,level. 4,is essential for a cooperative teacher td include all the

parents' idias in.the best form possible. Dissent and conflict among

parents is unavoidable, but it becomes the teacher's role as an authorita-

tive leader to make a harmonious, rich program out of these varied
. 1

elements. This kind ofdivergent 'curriculum is not an unattainable "pie

VV.
inthe sky ideal. It is,rather the'result of hard-headed organizatioh
. ,

. 0

and planning, in 'which _the' director looks carefully -a
.--

each of tie lea
, .

g centet st!e provides and asks herself, "What is.this area contributing

to the learning axed development of thechildren?" The teacher's job

,is.to include a full continuum of experiences for the children. But

while the activities and experiences should be varied, there must be

continuity, a sequential b'ilildup of activities and consistent high quality.

Continuity and consistency heAp create a calm atmosphere in the school

and tend to give parents a sense of purpose'and assurance.

Planning-ahead for program content is.essential.if continuity of

ideas is to be achieved. If parents are'to'be effective teachers they

need &file basic orientation workshops before they start to,teac

\-10010'
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Workshops on ways of guiding be avior, on general routines, and on

curriculum ideas in art, scienc and language enhancement are essential.

Additional workshops on other curriculum areas and on the progress of

individual children will, of course, be needed as the year progresses.

In the initial orientation, a comprehensive parent manual is helpful.
.

,Throughout the school year, both parents an4 teachers should be encouraged

to observe in other schools so that they can bring back ideas from

different programs.

At the beginnitig'of the year the teacher will need,to take major

rgsionsibility for the weekly, planning of activities, and for the

arrangement of the school; but as the parents' become more experienced '

they can become more involved in the long-range planning. In parent

cooperatives that run smoothly, it seers that the teacher has learned

-"efficient ways-of organizing the environment and activities. In one

school, for instance, the teacher found that by numbering the cabinets

'she was able,to answer parents' q3estions about.materials'much better.

It-was easier to say, "The-paint is in cabinet3." than to say, "The

paint is in the cabinet to the right of the sink under the bookshelf -

no, not that bookshelf, the one on the other side.!' In another school,

the teacher has collected all the materials needed for specific activities

in separate - oxes. Included in each box is a card for the parent, with

- ideas for presenting the questions to ask, helpful facts and

suggestions for follow-up books to read to the children. The number of

C0611,
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activities that can be organized in' advanc/e is unlimited: the sink-float

box, a magnets'box, tasting box a measuring activity box, weighing box,

and so on, Parents in schools such as these tend to have successful

teaching experiences and become competent more quickly.

',Another essential element in parent-teacher cooperation is

evaluation, which prevents parent dissatisfactiOn from building up and

makes a routine of communicating new ideas.

In order to be minimally threatening, evaluations need td be done
a

with the consent and cooperation of the staff. Evaluation forms should

be written to elicit constructive responses, not designed to emphasize

only the negative qualities of the school.

The evaluation form should be short, preferably no more than one /

or two pages, and should include a space for the parent to give hid o

her reaction to (1) the ways his own child benefitted from the scnbol

f

(did the school neglect anything?),(2) appraisal of the learning experience

provided,'.(3) appraisal of the staff, (4) the-ways the parent/and family

benefitted, (5) other services, activities, experiences the school should

be providing. Irtt,addition, parents should be asked to, comment on the

way the parent board runs the school, and to suggest topics for parent

education meetings.

Periodic observation by an outsi e professional can provide

reassurance to the parents that the staff and school are being evaluated

in a latger perspective. (There is a daffier that parents may not have

the breadth of experience to judge a eacher fairly in all areasof

/ 00012
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professional competence.) Guidance in evaluation, and a-panel of-

professiorialevaluators are much needed services that parent cooperative

.. . ,

members.,regionai'councils can provide for their memhers,
. . ,

, .

Formal evaluationsare, of course, no substitute fot open channels

1p Of communication, but rather an essentiki paft.of effective communication.

ih

In parent cooperativeTrintense differences of opinion are very likely
4

4

to occur. In such a case, clear' grievance procedures can save a lot
4

.

of interpersonal abrasion. At the.iime,that parent cooperitive committees
& .

V

are working out grievance_ procedures, hiring policy ox other guidelines,
. .

the tasks seen interminable, but in_the actual situation, clear guidelings

help .the.patent hoard function with expertise and continuity.
4.

-or

.;
'One of thechropic difficulties in a.parent coopeiative is the

I. I-

anging,parent board. 1 i7-takes a certain amount of time for pargnts
,

-i .

to learn what the function o the board is and how to function as board)

j1
members. BY that time the child is ready_for, kindergarten a the

--,,/,' ?

parent "grauates" also. One school holds elections for t eir new opera
.

. /

4.4

in Februaty so that training by the outgoing_bOard is possible (through

joint meetings) before,the old board leaves the achool. Another school
/

his the past board piesident gerveas advisor to the new board for one
. .

yeat', even if.her child has left the school.

Regionalcouncils can provide a much needed:set-idea to the schools

in their area by presenting lgadership training in the dpring;when new

off,icersare usually e4ected. M4ers ofpatent boards When trained by

pools .

r

1,
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resource people, can become effective earlier in their term

of office. Fgr example, a regiona/ cooperative council

presented a leadership,woksholi with a session for new presidents

covering tips on parlimentai-y procedure, projecting goals, setting

priorities and organizing a yearly Qalendar. The workshop elsp included

sessions on evaluatf4 the nursery school,, and developing communication
4

skills. In-additiOn, a panel discussion was had at which members ok

"programs for children and parents, and to provide a stable and consistent

a nursery explained the reorganization of their school after a year

of conflict. This leadership workshop was such a success that another'

is being planned to include sessions for treasurers and public relations

chairpersons on fund rasing ide

procedures.

menftrship procedures end personnel

4,

If the parent cooperative is to meet the challenges of changing

parental expectati4.ns and the diverse composition of the membership,

there must be a clear division of responsibility between the teaching

staff, the parent board, and the parents. This is not eaay,to achieve,:

since authority patterns in the private parent vopera4ve are entangled.

Parent/employers are expected o asdbme fiscal responsibility and

managerial control,
,

while at the same tine Serving as teacher aides in

the classroom and students in the parent education prograzi. Teacher/

employees are expected to assume prgfessional leadership in the educational

program, while trying to see that each,parent is pleased with-the imbediate

C0014.:-
4 4
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effect ,of the program on his child. Careful thinking needs to
,

be done concerning the deliniation of responsibilities in the parent

dooperative. It is often helpful if parents visit other schools and

observe the effects of varying parent and teacher roles.

Educational philosophy needs to be a joint parent-teacher creation.

school has- a clear philosophy, parents will join the school because

they basically agree with that philosophy, or stay..000y-if they are in

conflict with it. In the division of responsibilities, the teacher

needs to retain educational leadership, because, as the professional

person, she has 4o qespond to the diverse needs and wishes of the parents.

But while ultimate responsibility for the qualitY\of the'educational

progiam is the teachers; she Cannot do this a1one. Parents are .,

, .
. .

responsible for,managing the center's finances, and organizing the .

participation schedule, and handlihg purchasing,, personnel matters and

all the other administrtive tasks required by an institution. A

cooperative is not a Cooperative without co-planning: teachers need

to be brought into the administrative planning and parents need'to be

included in solving educational problems.

Experienced outside consultants can be brought in when mutual
. ..

. ,

problem solving' within-the group becomes unproductive, or when an area
i

of expe ttise is missing from the staff and the parent group. One regional

council has expand64 its-consultant ser vice to include educational,

consultantA on its counseling panel of psychiatrists, psychologists and

00015
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theiapists.

The effectiveness of a school is determined by the quality of the

interaction of teacher, parent and child daily in the classroom. With

the increased recopition of the importance of parent involvement, in

all schools there is now a unique opportunity to extend the parent

teacher cooperative model beyond cooperative preschool.

00016
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Postscript

The Educational Resources Information Center/Early Childhood

Education Clearinghouse (ERIC/ECE) is one of a system of 16 clearinghouses

sponsored by the National Institute of Education to provide information

about current research and Zevelopments in the field of education. The

clearinghouses, each focusing on a specific area of,education*(such as

early childhood, teacher education, language and linguistics), are

located at universities and institurlons throughout the United States.
'1r

The clearinghouses search systematically to acquire current,

significant documents relevant to education. These research studies,

speeches, conference pro
/e

edings, curriculum guides, and other publica-

tions are abstracted, i dexed and published in Resources in Education

(RIE), a monthly jou

from the Superintend

Washington, D.C. 20

Another ERIC

(CIJE), a monthly

in more than 560'

. RIE is available at libraries, or may be ordered

t of Documents, U.S. government Printing Office,

02.

ublication is Current Index to Journals in Education

guide to peripdical literature which cites articles

journals. and magazines in the field of education.

',. ,

Articles are indexed by /subject, author, and journal contents. CIJE is

available at ribraries; or by subscription from Macmillan Information,

909 Third Av ue, .New York 10022.

The Ea ly Childhood Education Clearinghouse (ERIC/ECE) distributes

a quarterl, newsletter ($2.00 - 4 issues) which reports on new programs

and publ ations, and RIE documents of special interest. For a complete

list of RIC/ECI publications, or if you would like to subscribe to the

Newsle ter write: Publications Office /IREC, College of Education,

University of Illinois, 805 West Pennsylvania Avenue, Urbana, Illinois

61801. All orders must be accompanied by check or money order, payable

tothe University of Illinois. Sorry, we cannot bill.



ERIC CLEARINGHOUSES--CURRENT ADDRESSES

CAREER EDUCATION
204 Gurler
Northern Illinois
DeKalb, Illinois

Alt

University
60115

COUNSELING AND PERSONNEL SERVICES
The University of Michigan
School of.Education Building
Room 2108, East Univ. & South Univ.
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

*EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
University of Illinois
805 W. Pennsylvania Ave.
Urbana, Illinois 61801

EDUCATIONAL MANAGEMENT
University of Oregon
Eugene, Qregon 97403

HANDICAPPED AND GIFTED
The Council for Exceptional Children
1920 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091

HIGHER EDUCATION
George Washiuton,,University
I Dupont Circle, Suite 630
Washington, D.C. 20036

INFORMATION RESOURCES
School of Educati9n, SCOT'
Stanford Universily
Stanford, California 94305

JUNIOR COLLEGES
University Of California
96 Powell Library
Los Angeles, California 90024

LANGUAGES AND LINGUISTICS
Modern Language Assoc. of America
62 Fifth Avenue
New York,*New York 10011

READING AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS
1111 Kenyon Road
Urbana, Illinois. 61801

RURAL EDUCATION AND SMALL SCHOOLS
New Mexico State University, Box 3AP
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88003

SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS, AN6 ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION
Ohio State University
1800 Cannon Drive, 400 Lincoln Tower
Columbus, Ohio ,43C21

SOCIAL STUDIES/SOCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATION
855 Broadway
Boulder, Colorado 80302

TEACHER EDUCATION
1 Dupont Circle N.W., Suite 6i6
Washington, D.C. 20036

TEST, MEASUREMENT AND EVAWATION
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 ,

URBAN EDUCATION
Teachers College, Box 40
Columbia University
New York, New York 10027

-11

*ERIC/ECE is responsible for research documents on the physiological,
psychological, and cultural development of children from birth through
age eight, with major focus on educational theory, research and practice
',related to the development of young children.
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